
Robert Smith
Camp Supervisor

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Camp Supervisor with Achievements include developing a computer app for use in the toys 
industry. Collaborative team player skilled and working with hardware and software professionals 
to develop a cohesive and successful design. Top producing sales professional & expert in misc 
industry.

SKILLS

Excellent Communication Skills, Operations Management, Sales.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Camp Supervisor
ABC Corporation  May 2006 – August 2011 
 Created boardroom &amp; courtroom multimedia presentations including video &amp; text 

syncd depositions for enhance understanding.
 Created &amp; built firmware to test associate hardware.
 Designed and developed embedded software applications for use in the electronics industry.
 Assisted customers in avg zero toletance by answering questions and responding to inquiries 

and handling telephone requests.
 Implemented rubber based testing features to use on products.
 Assisted various businesss strategies which resulted growth of customer base.
 Validated schematic designs working on a long side hardware engineers.

Camp Supervisor
ABC Corporation  2005 – 2006 
 Coordinated a basketball camp Taught children the fundamentals of basketball Counseled 

children - informed kids about character and the importance .
 Supervising students on a daily basis Organizing workshops and tutor sessions Monitoring 

field trips.
 Responsible for making sure sufficient staff is in attendance each day, dismissing staff once 

children start to get picked up, planning activities .
 Controlled groups of 15 kids through monitoring from 8 am to 3 pm successfully.
 Managed water breaks and bathroom breaks - Handled loss prevention - Delegated tasks 

among counselors for setup and takedown of camp sites.
 Empowered confidence in the kids through reassurance and teaching points.
 Coached new techniques and methods in group settings.

EDUCATION

Associate of Arts - September 2013(Cincinnati Museum Center)
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